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Growth and Success of the Digital Advertising Industry

The Internet is everywhere, giving people the opportunity to be online from the moment they wake up until they go to sleep. People are strongly tied to digital media such as tablets, laptops, and their smartphones in particular. They are checking them multiple times a day, mainly because they offer them unlimited opportunities to keep them occupied and fulfill several needs (e.g., chatting with friends, checking emails and other personal messages, playing games, reading the news, or browsing random messages through social media). As a consequence, advertisers are now able to reach consumers throughout the day with a wide range of (new) advertising formats.

The digital advertising industry has seen an enormous growth in recent years. A growth that is still not at its saturation. Especially mobile ad spending has known a steep increase in recent years. In the United States, digital advertising spending is even expected to exceed traditional ad spending for the first time in 2019 (eMarketer, 2019). Digital advertising provides marketers with an excellent opportunity to interact with consumers and build close relationships with them. In addition, the digital advertising tactics may bypass consumer resistance and scepticism by giving the consumer an active role in the advertising process. The consumer is no longer a passive receiver of advertising content, but an active distributor (by sharing ad content with friends and acquaintances), contributor (by publicly commenting on ad content) and even creator (by (co-)creating ad content for advertisers) of this content. For instance, social media influencers are now producing advertising content and distributing this content among their followers (e.g., De Veirman, Hudders, & Cauberghe, 2017). Furthermore, digital advertising is often integrated seamlessly with editorial or user-generated content making it harder and more effortful to detect the commercial nature of a message and take deliberate action (such as avoiding or refuting the message).

Research on the impact and effects of digital advertising is growing, which is reflected in a substantial and increasing number of (special issues in) academic journals and academic conferences that are fully devoted to digital advertising. The current special issue follows this trend and sheds light on the (active) role of the consumer in the digital advertising process. Moreover, the role of empowerment is stressed. How can consumers, and in particular young consumers, be armed to deal with commercial messages in online environments, which often require other or more advanced processing skills than traditional advertising?

Before providing an insight into the studies that are included in this special issue, we discuss the specifics of digital advertising that may provide further guidance for future research in this domain.

Specifics of Digital Advertising

Digital advertising can be broadly defined as all “brand-initiated communication with the intent to have an impact on people” that occurs through digital media channels (Dahlen & Rosengren, 2016). Due to its unique characteristics, digital advertising has become an important and indispensable chain in the advertising process.
Various new advertising formats have arisen that are better able to get the message at the right place at the right target group through tailoring, to get around consumer irritation and avoidance through integration with other content (both editorial and user-generated) and interactively engaging the consumer through liking, sharing, commenting and other direct action links. Last but not least, due to its targeting possibilities and (partly) measurable impact, digital advertising is more cost efficient compared to traditional mass media advertising.

**Digital Advertising Can Be Tailored to the Customer**

Advertisers can now easily collect or get access to a large amount of personal and context data from consumers (e.g., by the use cookies, location tracking) that they can use to target their advertising messages. Consequently, advertising messages may be more relevant to consumers (e.g., pop-up message on their mobile phone with a promotional offer for a store they pass by), which may increase their effectiveness. Accordingly, due to very detailed consumer data, digital advertising offers advertisers the possibility of reaching their target groups (even very narrow groups) very efficiently and effectively. For instance, a recent study of Higgins and colleagues (2018) shows that a personalized advertising message on social media (congruent with the target group according to age and gender) led to a higher click-through rate compared to non-personalized advertising. More insights are however needed to examine how people respond to specific types of targeted advertising (e.g., explicit data requests vs. implicit data collection by using cookies) and data collection for commercial purposes (e.g., impact of customers’ privacy concern) (for an excellent literature review and future research agenda on online behavioral advertising see Boerman, Kruikemeier, & Zuiderveen Borgesius (2017)). Furthermore, it should be examined to what extent digital advertising serves less tangible and more long term advertising outcomes, such as brand image and reputation.

**Digital Advertising Often Disguises Its Commercial Intent**

Advertising messages are often *fully integrated* into the media content (e.g., brands promoted by artists in a music video on YouTube or in a game, or brand promotions in the form of news articles on a newspaper site) which may prevent consumers to activate their advertising literacy (all knowledge and skills needed to critically reflect on advertising, Hudders et al., 2017) and make them more vulnerable for subconscious persuasion.

Additionally, consumers are stimulated to interactively engage with the commercial content and the exposure time is often longer compared to traditional television commercials. For instance, advergames engage a player with a brand for several minutes, they are cognitively demanding making sure the player is not distracted by other things (as is often the case with traditional advertising) and they often arouse positive emotions (e.g., going to a next level). Additionally, players often need the product, brand or brand character to play the game (e.g., shaking a bottle of a soda brand to be able to jump as far as possible) making them rely on this product and feeling grateful to this brand when they are able to win the game. These features may make advergames much more persuasive compared to traditional advertising formats, such as the television commercial, especially among a young audience (Hudders, Cauberghe, & Panic, 2016).

On the other hand, the interactive nature is reflected in the fact that consumers can now interact with the brand directly. They can respond to social media advertisements by liking the post or commenting on it. Especially Instagram stories offer numerous opportunities to interact with the consumer by asking them questions, organizing a poll, etc. This may decrease the distance a consumer feels to a brand. In line with this, digital advertising also offers marketers the opportunity to decrease the gap between advertising exposure and purchase. For instance, many social media advertisements add a link to the web shop enabling consumers to purchase the product in one click. As such, Instagram stories only require one swipe-up to purchase the product. This may lead to more impulsive spending tendencies among consumers and higher sales effects of digital advertisements. A study of Xiang and colleagues (2016) on image-sharing social commerce platforms already showed that the perceived enjoyment of using the platform and its perceived usefulness can increase social media users’ urge to buy impulsively, and that their felt intimacy with other users of the platform can increase their impulsive buying tendency. However, research on the specific interactive advertising formats and effects of interactive engagement with the advertiser is still limited. In particular, more research is needed on topics such as mobile advertising, influencer marketing, virtual and augmented reality, artificial intelligence and chat bots, etc.
Digital Advertising Actively Involves the Consumer

Third, in the digital advertising environment, consumers are no longer passive recipients of advertising messages but have become an important chain in the advertising process (Erz & Heeris Christensen, 2018). They are not only important distributers of advertising messages spread through social media, but they also became content creators. As such, influential social media users with a wide reach and expertise in a particular domain (e.g., fashion, food, technology) are thrown into gear to develop advertising messages and spread them amongst their follower base to convince them to like and buy the particular brand. This influencer marketing has become extremely popular in recent years and influencers are used to promote a wide range of products, services, and events. For instance, a recent study showed that social media influencers who were promoting unhealthy foods (vs. non-food products) among young children increased overall intake of kilocalories and intake of unhealthy snacks (Coates et al., 2019). However, research on how these (co-)created commercial content affects individuals (e.g., Thompson & Malaviya, 2013) and how digital advertising can stimulate consumer engagement (e.g., Gavilanes, Flattten, & Brettel, 2018) is still limited.

Digital Advertising Can be Used to Reach Young Target Groups

Minors in particular show strong engagement with digital media and spend many hours online (e.g., interacting on social media and playing games). These young consumers are an important target group for advertisers as they often already have their own spending power, have an important impact on the purchases of others (friends, family) and their preferences develop into habits in future years. Accordingly, digital advertising formats are often used to target these young consumers. However, a study of Tanyel, Stuart, and Griffin (2013) among Millenials (born between 1980 and 2000) revealed that their attitudes toward internet advertising were more negative compared to traditional advertising (television, out-of-home and print advertising). Additionally, a study of Zarouali, Ponnet, Walrave, and Poels (2017) among young adolescents (aged 16 to 18) shows that adolescents with a high privacy concern are more sceptical towards retargeted advertising. Although academic research on how this target group responds to digital advertising is growing, much more research needs to be done. Current research on how digital advertising affects minors mainly focuses on children between 7 and 12 years (e.g., De Pauw, De Wolf, Cauberghe, & Hudders, 2018; Rozendaal, Buijs, & Van Reijmersdal, 2016), while research on toddlers (for an exception see Nelson, Atkinson, Rademacher, & Ahn, 2017) and adolescents (e.g., Van Reijmersdal, Boerman, Buijzen, & Rozendaal, 2017) is still limited.

Ethical Considerations in Digital Advertising

The growing importance and persuasiveness of digital advertising is also reflected in the increasing number of initiatives from public policy makers, the advertising industry and pressure groups to regulate digital advertising and better protect the consumer. Accordingly, many discussions arise concerning the proper disclosure of digital advertising and the transparent and ethical use of the different advertising tactics to avoid deceit (e.g., Boerman, Helberger, Van Noort, & Hoofnagel, 2018). For instance, different European countries are currently developing a (self-) regulatory framework to regulate influencer marketing. Discussions arise concerning whether and when influencer marketing can be considered as advertising, how it should be disclosed and which arguments can be used by the influencers to promote the brands on their social media profiles (e.g., EASA, 2019). Similarly, there are concerns about the use of personal data to target and personalize digital advertising. Consumers are often unaware of the use of their data which poses threats to their privacy (Boerman et al., 2017).

Contents in the Current Special Issue

This issue provides a diverse set of studies that highlight various aspects of digital advertising and how these relate to consumer empowerment. The studies enhance our knowledge of the impact of digital advertising on consumers, the underlying mechanisms that explain digital advertising effects and the boundary conditions for these effects. The focus is not only on adults, but also on how current minors as the new generation respond to, and understand, digital advertising. The studies focus on the three important characteristics of digital advertising as identified above: targeting and personalized advertising, the embeddedness of digital advertising into entertainment, and user-generated content (i.e., reviews).
First, digital advertising offers unique opportunities to target content. Online a plethora of digital data are recorded and these can easily be used by advertisers to target and personalize their advertising. The idea is that targeted advertising reaches specific target groups that are relevant for the advertiser, thereby, reducing waste of advertising money. In addition, digital data are used to personalize digital advertising, so advertisements become more personally relevant, attractive and therefore, more persuasive. However, the question arises, to what extent consumers have control over their personal data and their privacy. The article by Strychartz, Van Noort, Smit, and Helberger (2019) examines whether providing consumers with technical information on the personalization process can empower them to more critically cope with personalized advertising (and opt-out for the service). In an online experiment (N = 514), one group of respondents was exposed to an animated video with voice-over giving them technical knowledge about the personalization processes used by Google, while the other group saw a general informational video about personalization online without technical information. These data were complemented with tracking data of these respondents to record their actual opt-out behaviors. The results of this study showed only an indirect effect of obtaining technical knowledge about personalization on actual opt-out behavior through perceived severity and motivation to opt-out. Surprisingly, technical knowledge led to decreased perceptions of severity of data collection online for personalization purposes and consequently, to a lowered motivation to opt-out and eventually to a lower actual opt-out. Accordingly, their study suggests that providing people with detailed technical information about personalization may lower their willingness to take action to protect their data and opt-out from the services. They explain this by stating that those consumers are better aware of the risks they face and they may go in a fear control process where they deny the risk.

Second, digital advertising is often embedded into entertaining content. For example brands are integrated in games, YouTuber video’s or Instagram posts. As these forms of digital advertising are masked as being entertaining and non-commercial, consumers may find it hard to recognize digital embedded advertising. Especially, minors have less knowledge about persuasion and advertising (i.e. lower advertising literacy levels) than adults and are therefore, expected to have more difficulty in understanding digital embedded advertising. The study by Van Dam and Van Reijmersdal (2019) sheds light on the level of advertising literacy of adolescents regarding embedded advertising in online videos created by social media influencers. They demonstrate that minors are accepting of this kind of advertising, but do not show critical reflections. The study also examines adolescents’ response to disclosures of sponsorship, which can be used as a tool to empower audiences by informing them of the persuasive nature of sponsored videos.

The study by De Jans, Hudders, Herrewijn, Van Geit, and Cauberghe (2019) examines another tool to empower minors: they focus on the effectiveness of a digital game-based learning tool to strengthen minors’ advertising literacy of digital advertising formats. They conducted an experimental study in which they examine whether a serious mini-game platform that aims to increase teenagers’ knowledge and skills related to advertising can actually help them critically cope with advertising and whether this digital tool is more effective compared to a traditional information booklet. The results of an experimental study among 211 adolescents between 10 and 16 years show that both types of interventions (compared to no intervention) increased adolescents’ confidence in their knowledge about various advertising tactics, which further increases their motivation to critically reflect on advertising. The game was better able to activate a state of flow compared to the informational booklet, which in turn led to higher enjoyment of the experience and to higher perceived learning. This higher perceived learning in turn led to higher motivation to critically reflect on advertising and higher motivation to interact with the learning materials.

Third, in the digital world, consumers are not only passive receivers of content, but they actively interact with content and even produce their own content. For example, consumers post pictures with their favorite brands, they talk about brands on social media fan pages and they write reviews. The article by Lee and Park (2019) examines how writing online reviews can empower consumers. They use the consumer empowerment framework of Kucuk (2009), distinguishing four types of consumer empowerment in the digital environment: economic, technological, legal and social power. They conducted an extensive and comprehensive discourse analysis on a total of 400 online product reviews published either on a popular review platform in the U.S. or a platform in South Korea. This enabled them to examine differences in consumer empowerment between the two countries, which vary greatly on the individualism-collectivism dimension. Results show that different facets of consumer power were revealed in reviews published in the U.S. versus South Korea. In particular, economic power was most frequently observed in South Korean reviews, while economic, technologic and social power (compared to legal power) more frequently appeared in U.S. reviews. Additionally, reviews in both countries mostly contained
transformational messages, focusing on emotional experiences customers had with the product. While informational messages (containing objective product information) were dominantly used to express technologic, legal and economic power, transformational messages were merely used to express social power.

The studies in this special issue have important implications for theories on digital advertising and consumer empowerment. In addition, the studies offer implications for both digital advertising practices, but also for empowering both adults and minors with respect to digital advertising.

To conclude, we hope that you enjoy reading the articles in this special issue and that they are inspiring for your own research or teaching and for discussions on the topics of Digital Advertising and Consumer Empowerment. We really enjoyed guest-editing this special issue. This issue would not have been possible without its contributors. Therefore, we want to thank the authors who submitted their work to our special issue and the reviewers who really helped in further improving the quality of the submitted papers. And last but not least, we are grateful to everyone from Cyberpsychology who supported us in the very exciting and interesting process of creating this special issue.

Liselot Hudders, Eva A. van Reijmersdal, and Karolien Poels, guest-editors.
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